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ABSTRACT
Meta-heuristics have proven to be an efficient method of
handling difficult global optimization tasks. A recent trend
in evolutionary computation is the use of several meta-heuristics
at the same time, allowing for occasional information exchange among them in hope to take advantage from the
best algorithmic properties of all. Such an approach is inherently parallel and, with some restrictions, has a straight
forward implementation in a heterogeneous island model.
We propose a methodology for characterizing the interplay
between different algorithms, and we use it to discuss their
performance on real-parameter single objective optimization
benchmarks. We introduce the new concepts of feedback,
saturation and injection, and show how they are powerful
tools to describe the interplay between different algorithms
and thus to improve our understanding of the internal mechanism at work in large parallel evolutionary set-ups.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.8 [Artificial Intelligence]: Problem Solving, Control
Methods, and Search—Heuristic methods

Keywords
Global Optimization, Evolutionary Algorithms, Island Model,
Parallel Computing, Differential Evolution, Particle Swarm
Optimization, CMA-ES

1.

INTRODUCTION

Search meta-heuristics have been growing in popularity
over the years due to their performance in solving global optimization problems. Although meta-heuristics were shown
to perform well across different problems, no single algorithm for global optimization is universal [1]. Established
meta-heuristics, such as Differential Evolution (DE) [2], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [3] or Covariance Matrix
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Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES) [4, 5] are often used as building blocks for more sophisticated strategies
that make use of hybridization [6], adaptiveness [7], multiple
restarts [8] or more general: hyper-heuristics [9, 10]. The island model [11] using heterogeneous algorithms [12] is a natural and modular method to use different meta-heuristics to
solve the same problem. In the heterogeneous island model,
islands evolve populations using different meta-heuristics in
parallel while information between islands is regulated by
the migration topology. Although a heterogeneous setup
in meta-heuristic parameters has been shown to be effective
in [13, 14], heterogeneity in terms of distinct meta-heuristics
has been only recently reported in [12, 15]. The beneficial
effect of cooperation between different meta-heuristics has
also been exploited in real world applications [16]. Thus, it
seems that it is beneficial to deploy multiple meta-heuristics
and use them in cooperation to find the optimal solution
to the problem. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
previous work that characterizes the mechanisms that give
rise to or inhibit this cooperative behaviour.
In this paper we propose a framework to study and characterize the cooperation between different meta-heuristics and
show its potential for improving the understanding of the
internal mechanism at work in large parallel evolutionary
set-ups. Furthermore, we discuss the taxonomy of possible
algorithmic pairs interactions that give raise to cooperative
or un–cooperative behaviours.

2.

MOTIVATION

The main motivation behind this research is the call for
a better understanding of how migration affects the performance of different meta-heuristics. For example, the underlying reasons for certain algorithms preference to a specific
type of topology [17] are not clear. We look at the problem
from the perspective of a single meta-heuristic receiving and
sending chromosomic material from and to an external unknown entity and we look at how the performances of the
single meta-heuristic are modified by the incoming and outgoing individuals. To measure the algorithmic performance,
we analyze the distribution of the function evaluations required until convergence to a known global minimum across
different runs.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The heterogeneous island-model used in this research unifies the already established concepts of topology and migration frequency [18] in a single parametrization of migra-
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Figure 1: a) Island model at the global scope. b) Reduction
to the binary setup from the perspective of H1 .

tion probabilities, modelled as weights of the directed acyclic
graph of a fully connected topology. The migration frequency (f ) and the migration probability (p), are two ways
of parameterizing the same concept, i.e. the frequency of information exchange from one population to another. In this
study we use the probabilistic representation, as it allows
us to model wider range of effective migration frequencies,
e.g., with p = 0.8 we can model migration every 1.25 migration step. Although this introduces extra stochasticity to
the experimental setup, both methods converge to the same
dynamics in the average case.
The archipelago presented in Figure 1(a), as seen from the
perspective of island H1 , can be made equivalent to the reduced binary setup in Figure 1(b), as long as one aggregates
all of the remaining islands H2 , H3 and H4 into a single
evolutionary process. This perspective is especially convenient in meeting our goals of understanding the underlying
mechanism behind migration, as the space of parameters is
reduced substantially. Throughout this paper we will make
extensive use of this perspective. The unobserved optimization process will be considered to be a given meta-heuristic
serving the sole purpose of generating incoming individuals
y. Let us look at the migration from the perspective of a single solution migration occurring in a binary setup. Figure 2
presents a case where algorithm H1 is migrating individuals
to and from some unknown optimization process H ∗ . Individuals x are sent from H1 to H ∗ , while the process H ∗
is sending back to H1 individuals y. Let us consider the
possible scenarios that can occur in-between this exchange:
1. y = x, the individual x is returned back without modification
∗

2. y = f (x), algorithm H uses the individual x to produce a new solution, which is sent back to P1 .
3. y = m, a new individual y, not originating from x, is
injected into P1 .
In the first case, the individual y carries no additional
new information to H1 yet, as we show later, it may still
entail benefits – we define the outcome of this behaviour as
saturation. The case where x is modified is of particularly
high value, as it captures the notion of cooperation among
meta-heuristics – if the individual y sent back to H1 is beneficial, that means that the unknown evolutionary process
H ∗ is doing something that H1 could not do – we define this
mechanism as feedback . Finally, the case where y = m is

Figure 2: Set-up with an algorithm H1 and an unknown optimization process H ∗ . We distinguish three different cases
according to y: saturation, feedback , injection

defined as injection. Being able to benefit from injection
is a desirable property of meta-heuristics that is, contrary
to common intuition, not always granted. For example, in a
previous work by Hansen [19], a canonical version of CMAES is studied against external injections and found to be not
able to benefit from them. In the same work a modification
is proposed to the algorithm as to activate this property,
we will show later that such a modification does not significantly improve the behaviour.

3.1

Methodology

In this chapter we describe the methodology used in our
experiment. We will first start with describing our optimization procedure (see Algorithm 1).
In the description of Algorithm 1 we refer to the following:
1. f – optimized problem
2. P1 , P2 – evolved populations
3. H1 , H2 – meta-heuristics optimizing P1 and P2
4. p1 , p2 – probability of migration from P2 to P1 and
from P1 to P2 respectively
Two migration algorithms used in our experiments are based
on the “best–replace–worst” strategy, i.e. the incoming solution, if better than the worst solution in the population,
will replace it (see Algorithm 2). Since this strategy does
not specify whether the incoming solution is new within the
population, we provide an alternative to the original variant,
which imposes a condition on the incoming migrant to be
unique within the receiving population (see Algorithm 3)
We assign a fixed run budget of B = 20, 000 function
evaluations to the algorithm, and stop the evolution if any
of the following conditions are met:
1. A solution within 10−8 from the global optimum is
found
2. The function evaluation budget is exhausted
3. A population converges to a non-optimal point, i.e. the
difference between the best and worst individual in the
population is smaller than 10−12
We repeat the experiment (run the optimization loop until
stopping criteria) 1, 000 times, obtaining a pool of independent runs. Each of those runs could either be successful
(condition 1 above) or unsuccessful (condition 2 or 3). We
are interested in the expected run-time E(T ) (ERT), which
is defined as the expected number of function evaluations
until the successful criterion is met by independent restarts
of H1 (and of the whole binary set-up). In order to estimate

Algorithm 1 Main optimization procedure

Algorithm 3 Best-replace-worst without copies

1: procedure Optimize(f, P1 , P2 , H1 , H2 , p1 , p2 , M )
2:
P1 , P2 ← Initialize(f ) . Initialize both populations
3:
do
4:
P1 ← Evolve(P1 , H1 , f ))
. Evolve P1 , using
algorithm H1 , on a function f
5:
P2 ← Evolve(P2 , H2 , f ))
6:
q1 , q2 ∼ U (0, 1) . Sample q1 and q2 from uniform
distribution
7:
if q1 < p1 then
8:
P2∗ ← M(P1 , P2 )
. Migrate P1 → P2 using
migration algorithm M
9:
end if
10:
if q2 < p2 then
11:
P1∗ ← M(P2 , P1 )
12:
end if
13:
P1 , P2 ← P1∗ , P2∗
14:
while not MeetsStopCriteria(P1 )
15: end procedure and return FEvals(P1 ), Best(P1 )

1: procedure M1 (P1 , P2 )
. Migrate from P1 to P2
2:
P2∗ ← P2
3:
if Best(P1 ) < Worst(P2 ) then
. Assuming
minimization
4:
P2∗ ← P2 − {Worst(P2 )} + {Best(P1 )}
5:
end if
6: end procedure and return P2∗

such a metric and other relevant statistics, we employ the
formulas derived by Auger and Hansen in [20]:
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~
xtmp = ~
x1 + F · (~
x2 − ~
x3 ),
where a scaling factor F is introduced. Crossover is then
made with probability CR between ~
xtmp and ~
x to produce
a new individual x∗ . The solution x∗ replaces x if f (x∗ ) <
f (x) (assuming minimization). In our experiments we use
a self-adaptive variant of DE called jDE [21] so that F and
CR are adapted during each run.

3.2.2

Algorithm 2 Best-replace-worst migration

[) =
E(T

1: procedure M2 (P1 , P2 )
. Migrate from P1 to P2
without copies
2:
P2∗ ← P2
3:
if Best(P1 ) ∈
/ P2 then
4:
P2∗ ← M1 (P1 , P2 )
5:
end if
6: end procedure and return P2∗

Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolutionary
Strategy (CMA-ES)

The CMA-ES proposed by Hansen et al. [4, 5] optimizes
the objective function by sampling λ solutions (i = 1, . . . , λ)
from the multivariate normal distribution:
(t+1)

xi

= m(t) + σ (t) · N (0, C (t) ),

where m(t) , C (t) and σ (t) denote mean, covariance matrix
and step-size of the distribution at time t. The covariance
matrix and the mean are updated from the best λ solutions.
We experiment with both the canonical version of CMA-ES
with rank-µ update [5] and a variant recently proposed by
Hansen which aims at allowing external injections to benefit
from the evolutionary process [19].
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Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

PSO is a bio-inspired stochastic search technique, which
uses a swarm of particles in search of the best global solution. The velocity of each particle is dependent on the
neighbourhood best (gB ) and local (pB ) best solution found
so far, in accordance with equation:
(t+1)

xi
\
s ) is the estimated number of function evaluations
where E(T
\
us ) is the estimated number of funcof successful runs, E(T
tion evaluations of unsuccessful runs and pbs is the estimated
probability of a successful run.

3.2

Meta-heuristics

The focus of our study were three stochastic and populationbased optimization meta-heuristics 1 .In this section we briefly
explain each of them.

3.2.1

Differential Evolution (DE)

The Differential Evolution algorithm proposed by Storn
and Price [2] employs a simple, yet efficient iterative search
process. The DE algorithm tries to replace x with a new
individual created by selecting a triple ~
x1 , ~
x2 and ~
x3 at random without replacement from the current population P ,
1
Implementation of algorithms used in this research can be
found at: https://github.com/esa/pagmo

(t)

(t)

= xi + vi ,

(t)

where the velocity vi is updated as:


(t)
(t+1)
(t)
(t)
vi
= ω vi + η1 r1 (pB − xi ) + η2 r2 (gB − xi ) .
where r1 and r2 are two random numbers in [0, 1], and
ω = 0.5, η1 = η2 = 2.05 are algorithmic parameters. We
implement and use a canonical version of PSO with constriction factor [22], where particles are arranged on a ring
and the neighbourhood is defined by the closest 4 particles.

3.3

Problems

We test each setup on selected problems from the CEC
2013 real–optimization benchmark suite (see Table 1). Since
the main topic of our research in not focused at benchmarking over a multitude of problems and dimensions, but analyzing the behaviour of algorithms when subjected to migration in a qualitative fashion, we assume problem dimension
D = 2, which in turn allows us to repeat each experimental

f
f1
f4
f6
f7
f9
f12
f13
f15
f16

Properties
U, S
U, NS
M, NS
M, NS
M, NS
M, NS
M, NS
M, NS
M, NS

Name
Sphere
Rotated Discus
Rotated Rosenbrock’s
Rotated Schaffers F7
Rotated Weierstrass
Rotated Rastrigin
Non-Continuous Rotated Rastrigin
Rotated Schwefel’s
Rotated Katsuura

Table 1: A selection of CEC 2013 benchmark problems [23]
used in this research. For each problem we note the modality (unimodal (U) or multimodal (M)) and separability
(separable (S) or non-separable (NS)) with search range of
[−100, 100]D .

configuration multiple times and evaluate our results statistically. For each of the selected problems, 20 000 function
evaluations is established as reasonable budget to converge
to local minima (as proposed in the CEC 2013 benchmarks).

3.4

Binary meta-heuristics experiment

In this experiment we consider a two–island setup, where
each population is evolved using one of the previously specified meta-heuristics (we denote the meta-heuristics of populations P1 and P2 as H1 and H2 respectively). We instantiate each population with 20 individuals, and migrate with
some probability p on every generation, as the number of
generations after which we migrate (gen) is directly related
to p, e.g. gen = 1 and p = 0.1 is equivalent to gen = 10 and
p = 1.0 in the average case. Migration between populations
evolved by H1 and H2 occurs with probabilities p1 (migration P1 ← P2 ) and p2 (migration P1 → P2 ). As stated
previously, to get a deeper understanding of the effect of
migration on individual algorithms, we do not observe the
population P2 , but focus entirely on the population P1 , i.e.
the stopping criteria and the number of function evaluations
are considered and measured only “locally” for P1 . We run
both algorithms synchronously to rule out the possibility of
one algorithm evolving faster than another due to the operating system–specific factors, e.g. uneven load balancing
across processes. To observe the effects of migration under
changing magnitude, we gradually increase the parameter
p1 starting from 0.0 up to 1.0 by a step of 0.1, and consider
two cases for the parameter p2 :
1. p2 = p1 – migration between P1 and P2 occurs with
equal probability
2. p2 = 0.0 – P1 does not send any solutions to P2
We run the experiments for all combination of pairs (H1 , H2 )
of three evolutionary algorithms: DE, CMA-ES and PSO
(see Figure 3), each migration algorithm: M1 , M2 , and
across all of the problems mentioned in the previous section. We repeat the experiment 1, 000 times with randomly
instantiated populations, obtaining a pool of individual runs.
We evaluate final performance of each configuration by computing the expected runtime and standard deviation over the
pool of runs, using Equations 1 and 3 respectively.
The choice of the algorithms for our experiment was motivated by the difference in evolutionary operators, leading to

p1
H1

H2
p2

p1 ∈ {0.0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9, 1.0}
p2 = 0.0 or p2 = p1
H1 , H2 ∈ {CMA-ES, DE, PSO}

Figure 3: Two–island setup with both populations being
evolved synchronously by H1 and H2 and migrating with
probabilities p1 and p2 . We observe only the results of H1 .

different performance levels on popular optimization problems. We aim at integrating the benefits of those differences
by allowing for cooperative interplay of heterogeneous algorithms, hopefully resulting in an overall better performance
than the homogeneous setups.
In the remainder of this section we will describe several
previously defined migration effects emerging in our results,
which can be later attributed to certain properties of each
algorithm. We present those on examples by covering several specific cases for each phenomenon, and then provide a
general overview of our findings.

3.4.1

Evidence for the distinctive migration effects

This section presents the empirical evidence for the previously defined migration effects: injection, saturation and
feedback. Let us consider the following parameters: H1 , H2 =
DE, DE, problem f = f7 , and parameters p1 and p2 varying
as stated in the previous section. We compare our observation for two migration algorithms, M1 and M2 , starting
with the basic “best-replace-worst” migration M1 (see Algorithm 2). Figure 4 presents the changing distribution of
sequence of runs resampled until success (which simulates
a restart strategy). The distributions above are approximated by a Gaussian kernel density estimation over varying
parameters p1 and p2 , with the expected runtime and standard deviation (error bars) below.
Two plots at the top of Figure 4 present the cases p2 = 0
(left) and p1 = p2 (right). When describing the results we
will always start by relating one–directional migration (p2 =
0, p1 ≥ 0.1) to the no-migration baseline (p1 = 0, p2 = 0),
and then to the two–directional migration (p2 = p1 ≥ 0.1).
Thus, looking at Figure 4, we first observe that for p1 =
0.3, p2 = 0, the ERT shifts from the baseline located at
around 3, 500 to 3, 000 function evaluations, suggesting that
the migration of solutions from P2 improved the optimization process. Since there was no migration link from P1 to
P2 , the positive effect on the population P1 can not be attributed to anything else besides the injection effect. The
injection effects can easily be observed in our setup as soon
as we observe that ERT for p1 ≥ 0.1, p2 = 0 is much smaller
than the baseline. Although one might take this effect for
granted, not every meta-heuristic can benefit from it.
After the initial speedup, little change can be observed
once p1 ≥ 0.3. As soon as we introduce the two–directional
migration (p2 = p1 ), we notice an improvement in the distribution of the run-times and a gradual decrease in the ERT
until p1 = p2 = 0.7. This particular behavior is especially
interesting when we take into consideration that we observe
the evolutionary process only from the perspective of a single (receiving) island. Intuitively, it must have been the
already known “good” solutions from P1 , which were sent to
P2 that made the difference on the end performance of H1 .
This suggests that migration in not a one–directional pro-

Figure 6: Distribution of individual runtimes for algorithms
CMA-ES, DE and PSO on problem f7 .
Figure 4: Runtime behaviour of homogeneous DE/DE setup
on problem f7 using migration algorithm M1 .

Figure 5: Runtime behaviour of DE/DE setup on problem
f7 and migration algorithm M2 .

cess and can be strongly reinforced by a mutual information
exchange.
The only difference between the one–directional migration
and two–directional migration was in the non-zero probability of sending solutions from P1 to P2 . This single change,
made the difference in the expected run-time of over 1000
function evaluations (improvement by a factor of 2 over the
one–directional migration). The well controlled environment
of our setup leads us to conclusion that the solutions sent
back by P1 were further modified by the algorithm H2 , which
in turn was able to send back superior solutions in the later
migration steps. Such a conclusion would then attribute
this effect to feedback. Another explanation could be the
relaxed policy of migration algorithm M1 towards the duplicated individuals, which indirectly guided the observed
copy of DE towards a more exploitative search (saturation).
To determine that, we repeat the same experiment with the
migration policy M2 , which imposes the condition that the
migrants must be unique within the receiving population.
Figure 5 presents the result for the same experiment with
migration algorithm M2 . Comparison of one–directional migration to the baseline for varying p1 leads us to similar
conclusions as before. However, when we consider the relative change of ERT for p2 = p1 , we notice that the additional benefit of two–directional migration is still persisting,
but to a lesser degree. In the best–case scenario for M2
(p1 = p2 = 1.0), the reduction of ERT is of around 500
function evaluations (from 3200 to around 2700), compared
to a difference of around 1000 in equivalent best–case of M1 .
Using the results of both experiments we can finally resolve our previous concern on whether the positive effect
of mutual migration should be attributed to the feedback
or saturation. Since the difference between two–directional

cases of migration algorithms M1 and M2 is only in the rejection of the duplicated solutions, and the absolute ERT is
higher for M2 than for M1 , we can reason that some of the
speed-up was obtained by the saturation effect. However,
since in case of M2 we do not accept the duplicates in P1
anymore, and yet the difference between the one–directional
and two–directional scenarios (p2 = 0 vs p2 = p1 ) is observed, it must have been the migration of individuals from
P1 to P2 , which were used in producing superior solutions,
which were then sent back to P1 (feedback). This suggests
that in the first experiment the decrease in ERT should be
attributed to saturation and potentially also feedback (the
latter cannot be determined with full certainty), while for
the second experiment it was strictly the feedback effect
which improved the ERT.
The type of reasoning demonstrated in this section, along
with the observation of the differences in the behaviour of
runtime distribution for varying parameters M1 , M2 , p1 and
p2 , are the core tools for pin-pointing the cause of the migration effects, and attribute those to either injection, saturation, feedback, or a combination of each. Throughout
the remainder of this paper we will use those methods for
demonstrating the existence of said effects for different problems and meta-heuristics.

3.4.2

Migration effects in heterogeneous
meta-heuristic setups

In this section we extend our previous reasoning to the
heterogeneous meta-heuristic setups, yet before we continue,
let us first get a notion on the relative performances between
the single instances of CMA-ES, DE and PSO optimizing the
problem f7 (see Figure 6). It is clear that on this particular
problem DE is much faster than PSO, while CMA-ES is the
fastest of the three.
Let us then consider a case where H1 =DE, H2 =PSO and
f = f7 . The difference in ERT between the baseline and the
one–directional migration is of around 100 function evaluations (see Figure 7). Since p2 = 0, the only way P1 can
improve is by injection from P2 . This does not happen, as
we can presume from Figure 6 that PSO has no strong candidate solutions to offer to DE. Here we uncover a property
of injection effect: slower algorithms have low chances to
induce a positive injection effect in neighboring populations
in a one–directional migration setting (we confirm this to
be true for other problems). However, when p2 = p1 ≥ 0.1,
we can again observe an improving trend in ERT over the
varying parameter p1 . Although this also happened in the
previous heterogeneous case, it was not as surprising since
the two algorithms were the same in terms of convergence
speed. Here instead, we have an example of PSO, which is

Figure 7: Runtime behaviour of DE/PSO setup on problem
f7 and migration algorithm M1 .

Figure 9: Runtime behaviour of DE/CMA-ES setup on
problem f7 and migration algorithm M1 .

Figure 8: Runtime behaviour of PSO/DE setup on problem
f7 and migration algorithm M1 .

Figure 10: Runtime behaviour of CMA-ES/DE setup on
problem f7 and migration algorithm M1 .

much “slower” than DE on problem f7 , yet a two–directional
migration is still beneficial for the “faster” DE. As we consider the case for M2 , we arrive at the same conclusions
as for the DE/DE scenario: the benefits of migration for
this heterogeneous case are attributed to a combination of
saturation and feedback, meaning that the evolutionary operators of DE and PSO came into a cooperative interplay.
Without that knowledge, a practitioner might be tempted
to not include PSO when building a heterogeneous island
setup, based solely on the observation that it is individually slower. Instead we show that relative difference between
the individual run-times of algorithms starts to dissipate as
the migration comes into play.
At this point we would like to introduce yet another behaviour which we would like to characterize: mutual cooperation. We say that algorithms are in mutual cooperation
when both respond well to migration from one another, i.e.
when we notice a positive effect compared to the baseline
in the distributions and expected run-times of H2 and H1
when p1 = p2 > 0. An example of mutually cooperative algorithms was already shown, yet not mentioned at the time:
a pair of DE/DE, according to our definition, is in mutual
cooperation. Although we only observe the run-time distribution of P1 in a DE/DE setup, we can safely assume that
the behaviour and distribution of P2 , evolved by another
instance of DE, would be similar, as our methodology does
not put H2 at any disadvantage. We determine a mutual
cooperation in homogeneous cases whenever we note a positive impact of two–directional migration in one observed
binary setup (switching heuristics would not change the observation). To determine the mutual cooperation of DE and
PSO, refer to the case opposite case of H1 =PSO,H2 =DE
(Figure 8). Since we observe a positive impact of two–

directional migration, we can determine that there exists
a mutual cooperation between DE and PSO.
Let us now consider the case H1 =DE, H2 =CMA-ES, for
problem f7 . Figure 9 shows the performance of the setup.
Comparison of one–directional migration with the baseline, suggests that DE improves by injection from CMA-ES,
while the two–directional migration improves DE even further. By analyzing the H2 case, we confirm that the reason
for that is both feedback and saturation. When we swap
the meta-heuristics, and consider the H1 =CMA-ES,H2 =DE
case, we observe a deteriorating performance of CMA-ES as
soon as p1 = p2 ≥ 0.3 (see Figure 10). This concludes that
the algorithms DE and CMA-ES are not in mutual cooperation, however, when we look at the best achieved ERT
by all 4 setups of CMAES and DE, we can see that the
heterogeneous pair of DE/CMA-ES achieves the best expected runtime of 1, 600 function evaluations, compared to
around 2, 000 by DE/DE, 2, 200 by CMA-ES/CMA-ES (not
shown in a graph) and slightly below 3, 000 by CMA-ES/DE.
This suggests that the heterogeneity of operators, along with
the previously presented effects of injection, saturation and
feedback resulted in a cooperative behaviour. Analogously
to previous reasoning, by comparing the results with noncopying migration M2 we observe that the main effect of
good performance of DE/CMA-ES is mainly due to initial
injection from CMA-ES, and then from feedback and saturation by DE. Although the cooperation is not mutual since
CMA-ES deteriorates by injections from DE, a practitioner
should still consider the heterogeneous setup, as in a parallel computation setting, where both islands would be run
in parallel, DE will on average find the solution faster than
any homogeneous setup.
Poor performance of CMA-ES is related to its covariance

Figure 11: Runtime of PSO/DE for f = f15 and M = M1 .
matrix adaptation scheme, which does not handle the injection of external solutions well. A variant of CMA-ES which
aimed at solving this problem proposed by Hansen [19],
updates the mean and the covariance matrix accordingly
to the injected individual. Author reports improvement of
CMA-ES when manually injecting a perturbed solution from
the global minimum. In our case the migration in an island model is far more complex than that, as the injection
can happen frequently from different locations of the search
space, as well as come from local minima. We have implemented and experimented with the proposed CMA-ES variation and found that it is still not able to handle injections
from other meta-heuristics.

3.4.3

Migration effects as leverage for exploration
and exploitation

In the previous section we have shown the empirical evidence for distinctive effects that occur during the migration
between the meta-heuristics. In this section we just want to
confirm the already known fact that those migration effects
act as a tool for leveraging the long established notion of
exploration–exploitation trade–off. Let us consider a “difficult” problem f15 , for which the heterogeneous evolutionary
operators, combined with the previously presented migration effects, come into a more complex interplay.
For f = f15 , H1 =PSO,H2 =DE and migration algorithm
M = M1 we have the behaviour as presented in Figure 11.
When we compare the baseline to one–directional migration,
we see that for p1 = 0.1 an improvement can be recorded
(ERT decreases by around 20, 000 function evaluations), however as soon as we continue increasing the probability of
migration, the performance in terms of ERT and standard
deviation degrades. Analogous case for M2 exhibits a lesser,
yet still existing, degrading effect, meaning that limiting saturation effect did not fix the problem, as the feedback was
still in place. In the case of this problem, the migration
achieves the best effect, when it is applied in moderation
(p1 = 0.1). This comes from the previously hinted notion
that the effects of saturation a feedback magnify the exploitative behaviour, since they reduce the variety in the
population.

3.4.4

Migration effects across different problems

To summarize our experimental results we provide the information on benefits of one–directional and two–directional
migration across all of our tested problems in Tables [2,3,4].
Each table represents one of the three possible algorithms
for H1 , while each column describe the combinations of H2
and p1 . We determine each symbol as follows: for p2 = 0,
• stands for a case where migration improved the ERT over

the baseline (determined within the margin of 5%) in all
of the cases, ◦ when ERT improved in only some cases, no
symbol stands for no clear indication, while minus sign (-)
stands for strict degradation of performance. Similarly for
column p2 = p1 , except in each of those cases we consider
the relative performance to the p2 = 0 case.
By analyzing those results, we get the outlook on metaheuristic properties across problems, e.g., a good cooperative
behaviour of DE and PSO (also in heterogeneous setups)
and a less cooperative behaviour of CMA-ES with other algorithms, yet a strong effect of injection for migration CMAES→DE and CMA-ES→PSO.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

We analyze in detail the migration effects occurring within
the heterogeneous island model. We show how migration
acts via three different and separate mechanisms defined by
us as saturation, feedback and injection, which can considerably improve the performances of meta-heuristics as well
as inhibit their internal mechanics. We show how saturation effects can, contrary to common intuition, be beneficial
in exploitative behavior, while feedback is at the basis for
cooperative behaviour among different meta-heuristics. We
find the algorithms DE and PSO to exhibit cooperative behavior, while CMA-ES, in most cases, is unable to use the
mentioned effects advantageously. We provide the reader
with the tools for determining the collaboration properties
of generic pairs of algorithms. We put our work forward
as an important step in the direction of understanding the
complex algorithmic interplay at work in large parallel setup using the heterogeneous island model or, in general, the
hybridization of evolutionary operators.
H2 →
p2 →
f1
f4
f6
f7
f9
f12
f13
f15
f16

CMA-ES
0
p1
•
◦
•
◦
•
◦
•
◦
•
◦
•
•
•
•
•
◦
•
-

DE
0
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
◦

p1
◦
◦
•
•
•
◦
•
•

PSO
p1
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
•
◦
•
◦
•
•
0

Table 2: Migration effects table for H1 =DE.
H2 →
p2 →
f1
f4
f6
f7
f9
f12
f13
f15
f16

CMA-ES
0
p1
•
◦
•
•
◦
•
◦
•
◦
•
•
•
•
•
◦
•
-

DE
0
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

p1
◦
◦
•
◦
•
•
•
•

0
•

PSO
p1
◦

•
•
•
•
•
•
◦

•
•
•
•
•
◦
◦

Table 3: Migration effects table for H1 =PSO.

H2 →
p2 →
f1
f4
f6
f7
f9
f12
f13
f15
f16

CMA-ES
0
p1
◦
•
◦
◦
•
◦
◦
◦
-

DE
0
◦
◦
◦
-

p1
◦
◦
•
◦
◦

0

PSO
p1

•
•
◦
-

◦
◦
◦
•
◦
◦

[12]

[13]

Table 4: Migration effects table for H1 =CMA-ES.
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